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About This Software

Scenario
In the near future, the situation of the world falls into deterioration as territorial disputes for securing resources and civil war to

protect the nation and religion.
The military intervention in the disputed area of the United States, Russia, and other major powers continued, and China, which
emerged on the strength of this powerful economic power, is also taking part in power games. It was the arrival of the so-called

"A New Cold War".
The United States felt the need for a new military paradigm for maintaining order and power, and created a Military Alliance
Force (MAF), which is shaped differently from the existing Peacekeeping Force, by bringing together the countries that have

maintained diplomatic ties, including the EU. Russia and China, feeling a sense of crisis, have united the South American
military alliance and the Middle Eastern countries that have established a diplomatic confrontation with the United States and
from the Anti-US Alliance. They advocated peace in the world and a balanced development of the world, so official military

movements were impossible. However, each country needed a military organization capable of carrying out complex and diverse
operations in various fields in order to protect its own interests and its citizens, and this became the main role of the Special

Forces in each country.

Overview

PvP Competition: up to 8 players available

Generalized Movement System: Free movement support using the controller buttons that become the standard of current
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PvP games

Game Mode: Single DeathMatch, Team DeathMatch, Demolition

Character: Each character provides a variety of strategic plays through unique attributes and abilities (Delta Force, Night
Fox, Max, Spetznaz)

Weapon: Rifle, Pistol, Grenade, Smoke Bomb

Thrilling VR Experience

Special Force VR: Infinity War combines VR's realistic combat style and convenience with a high level of combat
experience

Players can become the best Special Forces by using firearms and throwing grenades

Players can defeat enemies with a variety of tactics: using various weapon combination, hiding behind obstacles, etc.
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Title: SPECIAL FORCE VR: INFINITY WAR
Genre: Game Development
Developer:
Dragonfly GF Co., Ltd., Reality MagiQ
Publisher:
Dragonfly GF Co., Ltd.
Release Date: Jul 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 15 GB available space

English,German,Korean
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